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Developing a robust marketing email list should be at the core of your law firm marketing effort 
to build credible, long-lasting, relationships with your clients.

Whether you're in the beginning stages of building your law firm marketing prospect list or the 
mid-to-late stages in which you’re seeing clients from that list choose you again and again. . . . 
the key is to build, cultivate and vet the list on an ongoing basis.

The overall law firm marketing goal of your list is to cultivate relationships that move the 
prospect to become a client.

The value of “Opt Out” -- allowing prospects on your law firm marketing distribution list to 
leave your list at any time and for any reason they like – is that it helps you reach your goal of 
creating a highly motivated core list of clients and prospects more quickly.

Of course, there are many law firm marketing planners who believe that openly allowing 
prospects to leave their list only encourages them to do so.

And that may be true.

The question is – why would you want to keep sending free legal information to an individual 
who doesn’t want it, won’t use it and isn’t interested in your services?

On the other hand, if by allowing those individuals to leave your list, you are actually increasing 
the health of your list.

You are refining it into a tighter, healthier, more highly focused, highly motivate group of 
individuals who are interested in what you have to say and the services you have to offer.

So, don’t hide the “Opt out” box in fine print at the bottom of your newsletters or bury it in text 
in your e-mail tips or create a long, convoluted process for them to remove their name.

Display the “Opt out” box prominently along with a succinct message that spells out what they 
will be missing – insightful answers to their most pressing legal questions at no cost.

+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++

Becoming a Rainmaker: Business Building Strategies for Lawyers

Based on Stephen’s highly successful seminar series by the same name, this 3-audio CD program 
covers dozens of practical recommendations and step-by-step sales and marketing techniques for 
solo practitioners and small law firms.
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More than 7,000 attorneys from law firms all over the country have experienced powerful results 
from attending the Becoming A Rainmaker seminar. It has been sponsored by more than 22 of 
the largest state and local bar associations.

In this information-packed audio program, you will discover:

• How to generate more leads by using education-based marketing
• The relationship between credibility, visibility, tangibility, and consistency
• How to position your small firm as an industry leader
• The importance of being perceived as a specialist
• Why most advertising is a waste of your money
• What to expect from a Yellow Pages ad
• The 3 marketing strategies that will produce 80% of your results
• How to influence the Know, Like and Trust factors
• Common marketing mistakes lawyers make and how to avoid them
• How to answer the question, "Why should I buy from you?"
• Specific ways you can set yourself apart from low-cost lawyers
• What to do with the 15% of the population that always buys on price
• Ways to attract your Ideal Target Market
• The 6 stage sales process you must follow for maximum success

To order yours now, click here.
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Stephen Fairley, M.A., RCC, CEO

Law Firm Marketing Expert • Master Business Coach • Best-Selling Author 
Stephen@TheRainmakerInstitute.com

Phoenix Main Office

Stephen Fairley is a nationally recognized law firm marketing expert and has helped more than 
6,000 attorneys from hundreds of law firms across the country to discover the secrets of 
generating more referrals and filling their practice.

He is the international best-selling author of 10 books and 5 audio programs.

He has appeared in the American Bar Association Journal, Entrepreneur, Inc., Fortune Small 
Business, Harvard Management Update, Business Advisor, the Chicago Tribune, Crain's Chicago 
Business, and on the front covers of AdvantEdge and Choice magazines.

Stephen is a member of the prestigious National Speaker's Association and his Rainmaker 
seminars have been sponsored by more than 20 of the largest state and local bar associations in 
the country.

Visit us at:

 http://www.TheRainmakerInstitute.com
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